
Smart Temperature and Humidity sensor NEO NAS-TH02W ZigBee T Ref: 6924715901015
Smart Temperature and Humidity sensor NEO NAS-TH02W ZigBee Tuya with LCD screen

NEO NAS-TH02W temperature and humidity sensor with Zigbee TUYA display
The NEO NAS-TH02W sensor accurately monitors temperature, humidity and light intensity. The ability to remotely control via an app and
integrate with a smart home system enhances convenience. Compatibility with voice assistants such as Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant
and Tuya Smart enables automation of household tasks, making life more comfortable, safer and reducing bills.
 
Accurate measurements for a healthy environment
The device monitors environmental conditions in real time, recording temperature from -10°C to 60°C and humidity from 0% to 100%,
making it easier to maintain an optimal indoor climate. It is possible to convert the unit from Celsius to Fahrenheit. In addition, a light
intensity sensor adjusts lighting according to outdoor conditions, increasing energy efficiency and comfort. Its range is from 0 to 157,000
Lux.
 
Full control and systems integration
Integration with the Smart Life app allows you to create scenarios and connect with other smart devices, such as alarm sirens, LED bulbs,
power  plugs  and  dimmers,  so  you  can  easily  create  a  smart  home.  The  use  of  Zigbee  Gateway  technology  expands  the  system's
capabilities and allows you to connect to multiple Zigbee devices.
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Ease of installation and use
You can successfully mount the sensor on the wall or place it on any flat surface. The LED indicator shows the operation of the device,
which reliably works both day and night. The ease of configuration via Wi-Fi using the Tuya Smart app makes it easy to use. In addition,
the device's easy-to-read display provides real-time information on temperature, humidity and light levels.
 
Innovative technology and reliability
You will  power  the device with  2  AA-type batteries.  The 2.4GHz wireless  connection and IEEE 802.11b/g/n  protocol  guarantee reliable
connectivity and an operating range of up to 40 meters, allowing convenient placement in a variety of home spaces.
 
Optimize costs and enhance security
Using the NEO NAS-TH02W sensor allows efficient management of  lighting and air  conditioning,  which can help reduce bills.  Incoming
notifications  about  changes  in  environmental  conditions  increase  the  safety  of  homeowners,  and  the  ability  to  remotely  control  it
provides peace of mind, no matter where you are.
 
 
ManufacturerNEOModelNAS-TH02WDimensions84 mm x 55 mm x 32 mmPower supply2x AA batteryWireless connectivity2.4GHzNetwork
protocolIEEE  802.11b/g/nOperating  temperature  range-10°C  to  60°COperating  humidity  range0%  to  100%Light  intensity  detection
range0 to 157000 LuxStorage temperature od -10°C do 60°CStorage humidity0% - 90%Wi-Fi rangeUp to 40 meters

Preço:

Antes: € 15.498

Agora: € 15.01

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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